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The Most Excellent Order of the British Empire is a British order of chivalry, rewarding contributions to the
arts and sciences, work with charitable and welfare organisations, and public service outside the civil service.
It was established on 4 June 1917 by King George V and comprises five classes across both civil and military
divisions, the most senior two of which make the recipient ...
Order of the British Empire - Wikipedia
The British Raj (/ r É‘Ë• dÊ’ /; from rÄ•j, literally, "rule" in Hindustani) was the rule by the British Crown in the
Indian subcontinent from 1858 to 1947. The rule is also called Crown rule in India, or direct rule in India. The
region under British control was commonly called British India or simply India in contemporaneous usage,
and included areas directly administered by the United ...
British Raj - Wikipedia
Advantages. Infrastructure - Britain gave its colonies better developments to the country, such as better roads
and railways; Language - Through the Empire, the English language spread, allowing people to communicate
using one language
the British Empire - Advantages and disadvantages table in
7 FOREWORD In this discourse we shall demonstrate the incredibility that the British Empire is the source of
the world's agony and that it has disguised this
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